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Abstract

In order to overcome the heterogeneities of different
business document standards the United Nations Center for
Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT)
has released the Core Components Technical Specification
(CCTS). Core components are reusable building blocks for
assembling business documents in an implementation neu-
tral manner. However, core components are standardized
without considering a specific implementation format and
thus no tool integration is possible. Currently a syntax spe-
cific solution for core components, based on the Unified
Modeling Language (UML), is provided with the UML Pro-
file for Core Components (UPCC). In this paper we circum-
vent the complex UML meta model and provide a dedicated
core component modeling environment based on a Domain
Specific Language (DSL). Thereby, core component mod-
els are assembled on a conceptual level. In a next step the
conceptual document model is used for the generation of
domain specific artifacts. Our DSL based solution provides
in situ validation of conceptual core component models and
the flexible generation of deployment artifacts such as XML
Schema definitions, used for the definition of interfaces in a
service oriented environment.

1. Introduction

In the past several business document standardization
initiatives have been found, driven by different motivations
and needs [5] [7]. Due to the abundance of standards, inter-
operability issues between the different standard definitions
are rather the rule than the exception. A single solution,
provided and maintained by a global initiative would help to
overcome the limitations of industry specific and incompat-
ible standard definitions. Thereby, a set of reusable compo-
nents is defined by a global consortium, reflecting a superset
of all different requirements. Industry partners may retrieve
these components from a central library, and tailor them to
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Figure 1: Overview of the core component initiative

their specific needs. The tailoring mechanism is strictly lim-
ited to a derivation by restriction and thus every special-
ized component may be traced back to the original generic
component definition. In 1999 UN/CEFACT (United Na-
tions Center for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business)
started their work on such a standardization approach which
became known as the Core Components Technical Specifi-
cation (CCTS) [14].

The core component initiative aims at the definition of
context independent building blocks, used for creating busi-
ness documents. As shown in Figure 1d the Core Com-
ponent Technical Specification (CCTS) is the foundation
of the entire standardization initiative. Within the CCTS
the basic concepts and rules for core components are de-
fined in an implementation neutral manner. Thus, integra-
tion into modeling environments and other tools is difficult.
In order to overcome this limitation UN/CEFACT started to
work on a UML Profile for Core Components (UPCC) def-
inition. As shown in Figure 1b the UPCC builds directly
upon the CCTS by transforming the implementation neu-
tral core component concepts into a UML representation.
However, as we will pinpoint in this paper, the UML based
approach has several shortcomings, since the generic mod-
eling language UML has to be tailored to the specific needs
of business document modeling. In our solution as shown in



Figure 1a we build on an emerging and promising technol-
ogy called Domain Specific Language (DSL). Using a Do-
main Specific Language it is possible to build a dedicated
and streamlined modeling language for any given applica-
tion scenario and context. Thereby, no restrictions as for
example with UML apply. Thus, with our DSL based ap-
proach the user is provided with an easy to use modeling
language, which is fully core component compliant.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2 the basic concepts of the Core Component Techni-
cal Specification (CCTS) are introduced, necessary for fur-
ther conception of the Domain Specific Language. The ba-
sic concepts of Domain Specific Languages are introduced
in Section 3. In Section 4 we elaborate on the concepts of
our Domain Specific Language for Core Components to-
gether with an accompanying example. The major advan-
tages of a DSL, compared to UML based approaches are
outlined in Section 5. Section 6 gives an overview of re-
lated work in the area of domain specific languages and fi-
nally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Core Components at a glance

Figure 2 gives an overview of the basic concepts of the
Core Components Technical Specification. We distinguish
between two major paradigms: Core Components (CC)
and Business Information Entities (BIE). Core components
are context-independent building blocks for the creation of
business documents. In order to contextualize a given core
component to the specific needs of a given business domain,
the concept of business information entities (BIE) is used.
Business information entities are derived from core compo-
nents by restriction and may be used in a certain business
domain. Due to the derivation-by-restriction mechanism a
business information entity must not contain any attributes,
which have not been defined in the underlying core com-
ponent. In a nutshell, business information entities are the
same as core components except that they a) are based on
core components and thus restrict an existing core compo-
nent b) use a different naming convention in order to facil-
itate distinction from core components, and c) are used in
a specific business context. Consequently core components
represent the common semantic basis for all business infor-
mation entities.

Having these concepts at hand it is possible to model
business documents first on a conceptual, syntax neutral,
and platform-independent level using core components.
The created core component libraries as shown in Figure 1e
may then be used to create different libraries of business in-
formation entities (cf. Figure 1c). Interoperability between
different business information entities is guaranteed, since
all business information entities are based on the same core
components.

Core Components. The basic concept behind core com-
ponents is the identification of objects and object proper-
ties. We distinguish between two different object proper-
ties: simple object properties (e.g. date, name, age) and
complex object properties (references to other objects). An
object is represented using an aggregate core component
(ACC). Aggregate core components represent an embrac-
ing container for simple object properties. On the left hand
side of Figure 2 the ACC Person includes two simple ob-
ject properties - date of birth and first name. Sim-
ple object properties are referred to as basic core compo-
nents (BCC). Each simple object property has a data type
known as core data type (CDT). For example, the core data
type of date of birth in the aggregate core component
Person in Figure 2 is date. Core data types define the
exact value domain of basic core components. In order to
denote dependencies between different objects, the concept
of association core components is used (ASCC). In Figure 2
the ACC Person is connected to the ACC Address using
the association core component (ASCC) Private. Thus,
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Figure 2: Overview of basic core component concepts

Address is a complex object property of the ACC Person

and indicates the fact, that a person has a private address.
Business Information Entities. If core components are

used in a certain business context, they become so called
business information entities. Similar to the concept of
core components, business information entities distinguish
between objects and properties of objects. An aggregate
business information entity (ABIE) is used to aggregate
simple object properties. Simple object properties are de-
noted using the concept of basic business information enti-
ties (BBIE). On the right hand side of Figure 2 the ABIE
US Address aggregates the two BBIEs postal code and
street. Please note, that the business information entity
US Address does not contain all attributes of the underly-
ing core component Address. Thus, the ABIE restricts the
underlying ACC. The value domain of basic business in-
formation entities is defined using the concept of business



data types (BDT). The BBIE postal code contained in
the ABIE US Address is of type US PostCode. Associ-
ations between different business information entities are
denoted using the concept of association business informa-
tion entities (ASBIE). Please note, that a business informa-
tion entity must contain the name of the underlying core
component. However, so called qualifiers may be used in
order to facilitate the distinction between core components
and business information entities. E.g the qualifiers US and
English are used in Figure 2 for all business information
entity definitions.

Data Types. As already previously outlined, the value
domains of basic core components and basic business in-
formation entities are defined using the concept of data
types. In general we distinguish between two different data
type families - context independent core data types (CDT),
used for core components and context specific business data
types (BDT), used for business information entities. On the
left hand side of Figure 3 the core data type Identifier

is shown. Data types consist of two elementary concepts -
exactly one content component (CON) and multiple supple-
mentary components (SUP). Thereby, a content component
holds the actual information such as ’12’ and supplemen-
tary components provide additional meta information about
the content component (e.g. type of measure = temperature,
measuring unit = Fahrenheit). Similar to core components,
core data types are defined on a context neutral level. Core
data types are exclusively used in order to set the value do-
main of basic core components.

We already mentioned, that a core component becomes
a business information entity, if it is used in a certain busi-
ness context. During the transformation of a core compo-
nent to a business information entity, the core data types of
the core component become business data types. The busi-
ness data type Language Identifier on the right hand
side of Figure 3 does not contain any supplementary com-
ponents, which have not been defined in the underlying core
data type Identifier on the left hand side. Thus, the same
derivation-by-restriction mechanism as used with core com-
ponents and business information entities, is also used for
core data types and business data types. Similar to business
information entities the concept of qualifiers is used in or-
der to distinguish business data types from core data types.
The business data type on the right hand side of Figure 3
uses the qualifier Language .

In order to specify the value domain of a content compo-
nent or a supplementary component the concept of primitive
types (PRIM) and enumerations (ENUM) is used. Primitive
types are shown at the bottom of Figure 3, representing the
most common data types. The concept of enumerations is
used in order to restrict a certain primitive type to an al-
lowed set of values.

Core Component Library. Since it is imperative that
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Figure 3: Core Data Type Overview

all business information entities are based on a core com-
ponent, a consolidated library of predefined core compo-
nents must be provided. A global library of core compo-
nents is currently developed and maintained by UN/CE-
FACT and has become known as Core Component Library
(UN/CCL) [15]. The core component library is shown in
Figure 1e. Business document modelers may search and
retrieve core components from the core component library
and tailor them to the specific needs of a certain applica-
tion domain. These newly created business information en-
tities are stored in business information entity libraries for
further use (shown in Figure 1c). Furthermore, anybody
interested in creating a new core component may submit
a new core component definition to UN/CEFACT, where
the harmonization and standardization of core components
is organized. The core component definitions in the Core
Component Library represent the common semantic basis
of all business information entities exchanged among busi-
ness partners.

A UML Profile for Core Components. Core compo-
nents are currently defined in an implementation neutral
manner, and thus integration into modeling tools is difficult.
In order to apply the core component concepts as a means of
modeling business documents, UN/CEFACT has released
the UML Profile for Core Components (UPCC), that al-
lows using core components with standard UML modeling
tools. For a detailed discussion of the UML Profile for Core
Components see [6]. Using the UPCC a business document
modeler first assembles core component models on a con-
ceptual UML based level. Using a pertinent generator, the
conceptual model is transformed into an XML Schema rep-
resentation for deployment to an IT system. However, the
UML Profile for Core Components has a set of shortcom-
ings which originate from the fact, that the Unified Mod-
eling Language is a general purpose language. In order to
tailor the generic UML to the specific needs of the Core
Component Technical Specification, certain workarounds
are necessary. Furthermore, the implementation of XML
generators on top of existing UML tools is a difficult and



error prone task. In the following Section we introduce
our proposed solution based on a Domain Specific Lan-
guage (DSL) and specifically elaborate on the advantages
of a DSL based core component implementation compared
to a UML based solution.

3. Domain Specific Languages

A domain specific language (DSL) is a language tailored
to a specific domain for solving a wide range of different
problems. In general we distinguish between textual and
graphical DSLs. A textual DSL represents domain spe-
cific characteristics and relationships between the different
characteristics in a textual manner. Compared to a general
purpose language such as C or Java, which address prob-
lems of a wide area, a textual DSL focuses on a well de-
fined problem area. Since textual DSLs are less powerful
than graphical DSLs, we do not consider them in our ap-
proach. Compared to a textual DSL, a graphical DSL pro-
vides an intuitive and error insusceptible approach to create
valid concepts of the domain. DSL models may be used to
derive machine processable artifacts. These generated ar-
tifacts include program code or descriptive definitions for
service oriented architectures such as Web Service Defini-
tion Language (WSDL) or XML Schema files.

The graphical DSL used in our solution is based on Mi-
crosoft Visual Studio DSL Tools, which was first introduced
in version 2005 of Microsoft Visual Studio. Visual Studio
DSL Tools enable the graphical definition of a DSL directly
in Microsoft Visual Studio. Figure 4 gives an overview of
our approach. First, a DSL modeler creates the DSL defi-
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Figure 4: DSL approach

nition together with custom code on the meta level. In case
of our core component approach the custom code includes
definitions, necessary for the validation of the core com-
ponent model. In a second step the DSL definition from
the meta-level is used to generate a core component de-
signer. Since the core component designer has been gen-
erated out of the domain specific language, it contains only
those modeling elements, necessary for the assembly of a
business document model. A business document modeler
uses the core component designer to model core component
compliant business document models as shown in the cen-
ter of Figure 4. Using the built-in template mechanism of

the Microsoft DSL, the DSL based core component model
may be transformed to XML schema artifacts for the de-
ployment level. Thus, the DSL approach perfectly fits our
requirements to first define a business document model on
a conceptual level and secondly use the conceptual model
to derive XML Schema artifacts for a service oriented envi-
ronment. Furthermore, Software Factories may leverage the
use of DSLs. A Software Factory provides a guidance for
the modeler throughout the whole modeling process from
creating the model to generating the artifacts. Software
Factories may also include smart wizards, which assist the
modeler and help to automate repetitive tasks. Wizards may
for example be used to derive a business information entity
from a core component definition. Additionally, the valida-
tion component allows to check the correctness of a model,
making the approach suitable for inexperienced business
document modelers as well.

In the following we briefly introduce the meta-modeling
environment for creating a Domain Specific Language in
Visual Studio (meta-level in Figure 4). The conceptual
level, where the actual core component models are assem-
bled using the DSL generated core component designer, is
introduced in Section 4. As seen in Figure 5, the DSL Tool’s
meta modeling canvas consists of two swimlanes: classes
and relationships, and diagram elements. The entire model
shown in Figure 5 is referred to as domain model and de-
fines the logical structure of the DSL. A domain model,
among other things, consists of domain classes (round-
corned squares) and domain relationships (squares).

In a nutshell, domain classes define the classes of ele-
ments which may occur in an instance of the DSL. Domain
classes may have attributes, which are called domain prop-
erties. Domain properties consist of a name and a data type.
Relationships among domain classes are defined using the
concept of domain relationships. A domain relationships
may either be an embedding relationship (shown as a solid
line) or a reference relationship (shown as a dashed line).
Embedding relationships embed the element of the target
domain class into the elements of the source domain class.
Thus, if the source element is deleted, the embedded tar-
get elements are deleted as well. In contrary, reference re-
lationships do not delete referenced elements if the source
element is deleted. This will prove to be of particular in-
terest when modeling core components with the DSL. The
domain class CCModel on the upper left hand side of Fig-
ure 5 is the root class of the DSL. There may be at most one
root class in a given DSL. In the instance model the root
class will represent the parent element for all other classes
and their instances.

On the right hand side of Figure 5 different diagram el-
ements of the DSL are shown. Diagram elements are used
to define the shape of domain classes and domain relation-
ships in the model instance, which will be generated out
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Figure 5: Domain model for Core Components

of the DSL definition. Thus, any shape of choice may be
assigned to an arbitrary domain class or domain relation-
ship. Thereby, a DSL based approach goes beyond classical
modeling approaches such as Event Driven Process Chains
(EPC) or Unified Modeling Language (UML), where the
modeler is bound to a confined set of elements and their
assigned shapes. E.g. in most of the UML modeling envi-
ronments a UML class will always be represented as a rect-
angle, although the meta model of UML would in principle
allow any pertinent shape.

4 The Core Component DSL

For our solution we created six DSLs namely for core
components (CC), business information entities (BIE), core
data types (CDT), business data types (BDT), primitive
types (PRIM), and enumerations (ENUM). Due to space
limitations we will only dwell on the concepts of the core
component DSL. After we examine the meta model of the
DSL we provide an example DSL instance, representing a
purchase order document. The required steps for creating a
core component model and deriving a business information
entity model from it will be explained. Furthermore, we
elaborate on the technical realization of important features
such as model transformation, artifact generation, valida-
tion, and serialization.

The Visual Studio DSL Tools provide a graphical in-
terface to conveniently assemble a specific DSL. Figure
5 shows the DSL meta model for core components. The
element CCModel represents the root of the model, in-
cluding a name property. CCModel may have any num-

ber of aggregate core component (ACC) elements, de-
fined through the CCModelHasACC domain relationship.
Any ACC may reference other ACCs defined through the
ACCReferencesChild domain relationship, which also
contains a name property. This domain relationship rep-
resents an association core component (ASCC). An ACC
element may contain multiple basic core component (BCC)
elements, defined through the ACCHasBCC domain relation-
ship. A BCC element has four distinctive properties: Name,
CoreDataType, NameAndType, and ReferenceCDT. Name
defines the name of the BCC and CoreDataType is the name
of the associated core data type. ReferenceCDT contains the
Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) of the referenced core
data type. Since the DSL Tools in the current version do
not support cross-model references natively, we decided to
use GUIDs in order to make cross-model references as de-
scribed in [4]. NameAndType is for presentation purposes
only and contains the name of the basic core component to-
gether with the name of its associated core data type.

As shown on the right hand side of Figure 5
there are three diagram elements in the core com-
ponent DSL: ACCConnector, CCViewDiagram, and
ACCCompartmentShape. An ACCConnector is
mapped to the ACCReferencesChild domain rela-
tionship. Thereby, the connector shape associates two
ACCCompartmentShapes. The shape prescribes, that
on the source side the tip of the connector represents a
diamond and on the target side the tip is simply a solid line.
Additionally, the target side is annotated with the name of
the assocation core component (ASCC), represented by
the NameDecorator property in ACCConnector on the
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upper right hand side of Figure 5. The CCViewDiagram

element represents the diagram, which on the instance
level holds the different core components and their re-
lationships. Additionally, the ACCCompartmentShape

is mapped to the ACC domain class. It consists of two
decorators (NameDecorator and ACCDecorator) and
one compartment. The name decorator displays the name
of the ACC and the ACC decorator simply shows the static
text <<ACC>>. This helps to distinguish the different
artifacts in the final core component model. The BCC
compartment may contain multiple BCCs. For convenience
reasons the modeler may optionally choose to expand
or collapse the BCC compartment, in order to enhance
readability of the core component model.

In the following we dwell on how to use the developed
DSL concepts in order to model core component compli-
ant documents. In our example use case for a core com-
ponent model instance we create a purchase order docu-
ment. The purchase order must include line items and
a ship-from address. Figure 6 shows the example pur-
chase order core component model. Due to space lim-
itations we only show four aggregate core components
(ACC) - PurchaseOrder, PurchaseOrder Line Item,
Tendering Location, and Tendering Address. Each
ACC in this example has at least one basic core component
(BCC).

Based on our example we explain a typical core compo-
nent modeling workflow, and how the DSL representation
helps to overcome repetitive modeling tasks. As already
outlined in the Section on core components, a business doc-
ument modeler usually retrieves an existing core compo-
nent definition from the UN/CEFACT Core Component Li-
brary. The generic core component is then tailored to the
specific needs of the business domain. Additionally, a busi-
ness document modeler may also create his own core com-

ponent definition. However, user created core components
are not compatible with UN/CEFACT’s core components.
Thus, we distinguish between two different tasks: creating
a core component definition from scratch and using an ex-
isting core component definition.

In order to create a new core component definition from
scratch the business document modeler may use the Soft-
ware Factory for core components, which guides the mod-
eler towards a valid core component definition. Among
other components, such as code generators and wizards,
the Software Factory for core components also contains the
business document modeling environment, which has been
generated out of the core component DSL. Using the DSL,
the document modeler may drag and drop aggregate core
components (ACC) from the toolbox onto the modeling
canvas. Additionally, basic core components (BCC) may be
added to the ACC and the data types of the basic core com-
ponents are set. The user is automatically presented with a
set of core data types, which he may assign to a basic core
component. In case no pertinent core data type (CDT) is
present, the user may use the core data type DSL and create
a new CDT definition. Using the concept of a connector, an
existing ACC may be associated with another ACC in order
to represent an association core component (ASCC).

In case an existing core component definition is present
in the UN/CEFACT registry, the user may retrieve the core
component definition from the registry. Thereby, a well de-
fined import interface, built on top of the business docu-
ment model designer is used. Utilizing the ”Get BIE from
CC” wizard, which is part of the Software Factory, a busi-
ness information entity (BIE) may be derived from the core
component definition. Thereby, the user restricts the ex-
isting core component definition and is able to automati-
cally generate a business information entity from it. The
wizard ensures, that the created business information en-
tity is compliant to the underlying core component. Using
the business information entity DSL, the user may assemble
different business information entities in order to represent
a business document. Eventually, this business document
model, based on business information entities, may be used
to generate XML Schema artifacts. These XML Schema
artifacts may for instance represent message definitions in
a service oriented architecture. Having examined the theo-
retical background, we now explain how the derivation of
business information entities from core components is real-
ized on a technical level.

The in-memory representation of DSL models in the
DSL Tools is provided by a so called store, which provides
the ability to modify models. Hence, the store in the DSL
Tools enables the developer to load DSL models and iter-
ate through them or search for specific model elements in
it. As shown in Listing 1, each modification in the store
has to occur in a transaction (line 1). First, a collection of



all aggregate core components is retrieved in line 2. In the
next step the collection is iterated and for every ACC an
appropriate aggregate business information entity (ABIE)
is created and added to a collection (line 8 in Listing 1).
Outside of the scope of Listing 1 we additionally have to
transform BCCs to BBIEs and ASCCs to ASBIEs. Instead
of using the store to generate one model out of another, it
could also be used to automatically generate artifacts such
as XML Schema out of an model. Although in principle any
XML Schema representation may be generated out of a core
component model, UN/CEFACT recommends to follow the
Naming and Design Rules (NDR) [16], which build on the
current Core Component Technical Specification.

Listing 1: Model transformation through store
1 u s i n g ( T r a n s a c t i o n t r a n s a c t i o n = s t o r e . T r a n s a c t i o n M a n a g e r . B e g i n T r a n s a c t i o n ( ”

G e n e r a t e BIEModel ” , t r u e ) ){
2 R e a d O n l y C o l l e c t i o n<ModelElement> f o u n d a c c s = s t o r e . E l e m e n t D i r e c t o r y .

F i n d E l e m e n t s (ACC. DomainClass Id ) ;
3 i f ( f o u n d a c c s . Count > 0){
4 c u r b i e v = new BIEModel ( mys to re ) ;
5 f o r e a c h (ACC acc i n f o u n d a c c s ){
6 ABIE a b i e = new ABIE ( mys to re ) ;
7 a b i e . Name = acc . Name ;
8 c u r b i e v . ABIE . Add ( a b i e ) ;
9 }

10 }
11 }

Another approach to derive artifacts is with the help of
the Text Template Transformation Toolkit (T4), which is a
template-based code generation engine developed by Mi-
crosoft. The T4 templates are defined by processing direc-
tives, text blocks, and code blocks. Code blocks may be
written in C# or Visual Basic .NET.

An important prerequisite for the successful generation
of code artifacts from a conceptual model is the validity of
the model. Validation of a DSL is either done by specifying
soft constraints or hard constraints. Soft constraints are val-
idated at specific tasks such as opening a file, saving a file,
or starting the validation through a menu item, and do not
provide a correct model constantly throughout the modeling
process. For example, a user may model an aggregate core
component without any basic core components or associa-
tion core components, which violates a constraints defined
by the Core Component Technical Specification. However,
if the user tries to save the model, a validation error mes-
sage will arise. On the other hand, hard constraints assure
the correctness of the model at any time. For example, the
user is not able to add a string value in a numeric field at
any time.

The DSL tools provide different approaches to enable
soft and hard constraints. Soft constraints may either be as-
signed by adding validation methods to the model class or to
the elements class. Hard constraints are directly wired into
the DSL definition. There are already some hard constraints
embedded within each DSL: maximum multiplicities, type
constraints on role players, and type constraints on prop-
erty values. Nevertheless, the developer is also able to add
his own hard constraints. For example, in our core compo-

nent DSL a hard constraint is used in order to validate, that
a basic core component (BCC) references a core data type
(CDT), which exists in a CDT model.

Of particular importance for our core component DSL
is the possibility to serialize core component definitions
in order to allow for storage and retrieval. As outlined at
the beginning, a core library holding reusable core compo-
nent definitions is the central basis for all context specific
business information entity definitions. The DSL Tools au-
tomatically creates methods for saving and loading DSLs
to/from files when compiling the DSL meta model. As a file
format XML is used, but the user may also customize the
way the data is saved. For example, for each element type
it may be defined, if the GUID is saved for it or not. In our
solution this is important, since we use the GUIDs to cross-
reference between models. For each saved model there are
two files created. One for the model data itself and the other
one for the appearance of the diagram data. Additionally we
created a core component serializer, which allows to save a
core component in a registry compliant manner. This was
necessary, since the format expected by the core component
registry is not the same as the standard XML, generated by
the built-in serialization mechanism.

Having specified the most important aspects of our DSL
based approach towards a core component compliant imple-
mentation, we in the following outline the most important
advantages a DSL has compared to a UML based approach.

5 Advantages of the DSL compared to UML

Since its inception in the mid-nineties of the last century,
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) has gained consid-
erable attention in particular in the model driven develop-
ment community. As already outlined in the introduction,
UN/CEFACT has also adopted UML in order to transfer the
implementation independent core component concepts on
an easy to use platform. As a result the UML Profile for
Core Components (UPCC) specification has been released.
In particular in regard to core component modeling a DSL
has a set of advantages, compared to a solution based on
UML. Table 1 shows the most important differences be-
tween UML and a DSL.

UML DSL
Dedicated +/- +
Extensible +/- +
Restrictable +/- +
Shape adaptable - +
Processable +/- +
Holistic +/- +

Table 1: UML vs. DSL

Dedicated. DSLs and UML are both used for modeling,
but aim at different problem areas. UML may in principle



be used to depict any problem scenario in regard to appli-
cation structure, behavior, architecture as well as business
processes, and data structures. In contrast, a DSL leaves
out unnecessary aspects and focuses entirely on a specific
problem domain e.g. business document modeling. Thus,
DSL based solutions are streamlined and less complex than
their UML equivalent.

Extensible. The UML is defined on the meta model layer
(M2) according to the Meta Object Facility [10]. Conse-
quently, the concepts defined in the UML meta model [11]
are used to build UML models on the model layer (M1).
In principle anybody may adapt the UML meta-model us-
ing the concept of UML profiles in order to customize the
generic UML meta-model to a specific application domain.
However, UML profiles are still limited in their expressive-
ness, because they must adhere to the UML meta-model
specification. In contrast, a DSL defines its own meta-
model and must not consider any predefined limitations. As
a result more powerful domain specific solutions are feasi-
ble.

Restrictable. As part of its profile mechanism, UML pro-
vides the Object Constraint Language (OCL), which allows
to restrict the UML meta-model in a formalized manner.
However, most of the currently available UML modeling
tools cannot interpret OCL. If extension mechanisms of the
UML modeling tool are available, OCL interpreters or val-
idators checking the OCL constraints against a UML model
must be implemented manually. However, such an approach
requires considerable coding effort. In contrast, DSL defi-
nitions allow to define customized code, which specifically
restricts a DSL. These code fragments, checking the con-
sistency of a DSL based model, are relatively easy to im-
plement. Using the built-in validation feature of the DSL,
a user is for instance prevented of nesting core components
recursively.

Shape adaptable. In regard to the graphical representa-
tion of a UML model, the UML modeler is limited to a well
defined set of shapes representing classes, packages. Al-
though the UML meta model would in principle allow to use
different shapes e.g. for classes, most UML modeling tools
restrict the set of allowed shapes. Although this may be re-
garded as a benefit, since all modelers have a common un-
derstanding of elements by visually recognizing their pur-
pose, domain specific amendments are not possible. In con-
trast a DSL, using the built-in shape mechanism, allows any
visual representation of choice for classes and connections
between classes. Thus, any domain specific realization in
regard to visual representation of concepts is possible.

Processable. The overall goal of a model-driven ap-
proach is the generation of code artifacts (e.g. XML
Schema) from a platform independent models (e.g. a con-
ceptual core component model, based on UML). In order
to transform a UML based core component model to XML

Schema artifacts, the Naming and Design Rules [16] of
UN/CEFACT must be reflected. Thus, user specific code
generators built on top of UML tools, which are complex
and expensive to implement, must be realized. Some UML
case tools do not even allow direct access to the tool-internal
representation format of the UML model. In contrast a
DSL store may be easily accessed using a programming
language. With the T4 template mechanism an additional
powerful transformation feature is provided.

Holistic. A holistic model-driven development requires
a set of different features such as transformation mechanism
between different model types, for example platform inde-
pendent models (PIM) and platform specific models (PSM).
Additionally, the transformation of model representations
to code representations such as XML Schema must be re-
alized. Although all these features are in principle possi-
ble with UML, considerable coding effort and the integra-
tion of different tools for the specific tasks is necessary. In
contrast, a DSL may be integrated into a Software Factory
which comprises code generators, different domain specific
languages as well as wizards, guiding a modeler through
transformation tasks. Thus, the modeler is provided with a
holistic solution approach for a domain specific problem.

6. Related Work

The concept of domain specific development is not new,
but has already been introduced in 1976 by Parnas [12]
through the concept of program families. The approach in-
cluded the definition of a program generator that is able to
produce program family members. Thus, the general idea
of Parnas is comparable to Software Factories as used to-
day. Later in 1985 Bentley [2] discussed the possibility of
viewing the work of programmers as the constant invention
of little languages. His article concluded, that essentially
these little languages are designed to solve problems of a
particular kind. Thus, Bentley had an early idea of what
Domain Specific Languages are used for today.

The concept of domain specific development is also
closely related to model-driven development (MDD). In a
MDD approach a model is first built using a graphical lan-
guage such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [11].
The models, together with a code generator, are used to
transform the conceptual static as well as dynamic system
representation into executable code artifacts. One of the
most important initiatives in this field is the Model Driven
Architecture (MDA) initiative [9] by the Object Manage-
ment Group (OMG). Nevertheless, a UML based approach
has several shortcomings compared to a DSL based ap-
proach as we already outlined before.

In particular model driven approaches based on Domain
Specific Languages have gained considerable popularity in
recent years. Thereby, several approaches aim at streamlin-



ing the DSL definitions in order to provide the users with
an easy to use DSL definition. Mikkonen et al. [13] present
a lightweight model-driven approach using domain specific
languages, where a lightweight DSL is used to bootstrap a
more heavyweight DSL. Another incremental approach to-
wards defining a DSL is presented by [3].

In particular in a service oriented context model driven
approaches may help to overcome changing requirements.
A study on different DSL based approaches for service ori-
ented architectures has been conducted by Oberortner et al.
[8]. The authors provide a thorough overview of differ-
ent DSL approaches and evaluate the identified DSLs using
prototyping experiments. Another approach to model ser-
vices based on a domain specific language is presented by
Achilleos et al. [1]. The authors realize service creation
through the phases of domain specific language definition,
model definition and validation, model-to-model transfor-
mation, and model-to-code generation. However, their pro-
posed solution does not consider the definition of the ex-
changed data in a service oriented environment. In this pa-
per we successfully close the gap towards a model driven
generation of interface definitions for a SOA.

7. Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we introduced the basic concepts of the
Core Component Technical Specification. We argued, that
the implementation neutral core component concepts can-
not leverage any benefits for enterprises. Without an appro-
priate and easy to use implementation technology no addi-
tional value is created. In order to close this gap we intro-
duced our approach, based on Domain Specific Languages
(DSL). Our DSL based solution, together with the defini-
tion of a Software Factory guides a business document mod-
eler towards a valid core component model. The goal is to
define core components first on a conceptual and platform
independent level. Consequently the platform independent
representation may be used to derive XML Schema code ar-
tifacts for a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Using our
model-based approach for the definition of SOA interfaces,
changing requirements may be reflected in a more flexible
manner. Thereby, our DSL based approach provides several
benefits compared to a UML based solution.

Future work aims to overcome some of the pitfalls of a
Domain Specific Language. Since there is no open standard
for serializing a DSL, conceptual document model interop-
erability between tools of different vendors is still an open
issue. Another open research questions includes the aspect
of model versioning. Currently there is no optimistic ver-
sion control available for a DSL. Accordingly it is quite dif-
ficult for two people to work on the same model at the same
time and merge the changes in an automated manner.
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